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The Science of Epigenetic Medicine

The science of Epigenetics is the study of the bi-directional interchange between heredity and the 
dynamic interactions of our unique psychobiology. This branch of medicine examines the 
modulations, communication and coordination of  ‘messenger molecules’ that contribute to 
‘switching’ genes on and off.

Historically, the universal belief was that genes exclusively control our biology and that DNA 
was the sole determiner of who we are—not just our eye color or racial origin, but also habitual 
predilections, emotional disorders, and susceptibility to diseases. Currently, science has 
demonstrated that this prevalent conventional theory is a fundamental misconception—DNA is 
not the singular determiner that controls the cell’s life.   

Living systems are neither pre-set nor static, but rather, are in a constant dynamic state of
adaptation and adjustment. Current research studies cite that the regulation of specific gene 
expression may be more influenced and remediable than previously thought possible—
demonstrating that we are not passive victims of our genetic inheritances but rather interactive 
participants.  

Scientific evidence reveals that even though genes are the formative molecular blueprints utilized 
in the construction of cells, tissues and organs, our DNA is not the initiator of these sequenced 
commands. Rather, it is the cell membrane’s sensitivity and perception to environmental cues 
and informational signals that are the triggers.

It is the DNA codes, working in concert with the cell’s membrane receptor sites, that selects the 
activation of specialized genes. More precisely, targeted genes are stimulated specifically as an 
interactive response. Current studies state that genetic mutations are not random or capricious, 
but rather are expressed in precise predetermined pathways in direct response to informational 
signals. 

The human body is an interconnected network of information systems—genetic, hormonal, 
immunological that communicate in specific signature codes. To transmit the accurate 
information between systems necessitates a specific transducer allowing the signature code of 
one system to be translated into a reliable readable code of another system. 

Ancestrally inherited traumatic memories are also coded information signals. These coded 
signals can adversely influence the extensive network of cellular communication that is 
distributed throughout the body. These traumatic memory imprints produce minute repetitious 
changes in energy pathways that affect organ systems, cells and DNA. These inherited 
‘molecules of memory’ can impact genetic expression by encoding misinformation that affects 
the physiology of all biological functions.

It is in this context that researching transgenerational inherited traumatic memory patterns may 
be an important missing link in understanding the nature of cellular communication. The future 
identification of acquired epigenetic markers, like methylation and histone modifications, may be 
the means by which ‘molecules of memory’ are passed on from one generation to the next. 
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Current scientific framework views the genome as flexible, fluid and responsive to the 
environment in ways that were previously unknown.  Gaining a more comprehensive 
understanding how these factors impact the working of the genome has far-reaching implications 
in developing new approaches to deciphering the codes of genetically inherited diseases. 

The Genetics of Ancestral Inherited Traumatic Memory Patterns

Current research documents that transgenerational inherited trauma can be encoded into the 
psychobiology of chronic, degenerative, incurable and life threatening conditions. Inherited 
traumatic patterns that occur in parents, grandparents, great-grandparents and beyond can be 
passed on through multiple generations and have bearing on current gene expression. These 
inherited ‘traumatic memory molecules’ can influence genetic composition and biological 
predispositions.

Trauma is the psych-biological response to horrific life events such as: accidents, natural 
disasters, injury, war, illness and so much more. The history of humanity is defined by trauma. 
Every person’s personal timeline and ancestral genealogy is strewn with cumulative traumatic 
events to varying degrees and intensities. It is not if traumas have happened, but rather; how 
many and to what extent their impact defines a lifetime. Ultimately, it is the  degree of adaptation 
and assimilation of these traumatic experiences that defines the physiological impact on 
biological systems. The cumulative effect of  impactful life issues are referred to as negative 
stress factors. Each individual, given their unique biological constitution and environmental 
conditions, navigates the amount of negative stress load in the body-mind differently.

Cumulatively, the body-mind reflects the sum total of our psychogenetic inheritance. These 
traumatic encoded patterns of pain, conflict and repression are like ‘neural software,’ running 
preset programs influencing every cell, organ and system—transforming negative stress
responses into body chemistry. This is the ‘chemistry of consciousness’ that converts the 
invisible world of memories and thoughts into the visible effects in the body. 

It is well documented that the etiology of 90% of all diseases is the result of negative stress 
factors. Traumatic experiences imprint memory patterns in every cell via stress hormones of the 
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis. This is one of the means by which mental-emotional 
experiences transform into psychosomatic conditions. 

Additionally, evidenced–based studies conclude that inherited traumatic memory patterns are 
also encoded within the limbic-hypothalamic systems and act as filters which control and 
modulate the mind-to-body communication pathways. These encoded ‘messenger molecules’—
neurotransmitters, hormones, immunotransmitters, proteins, enzymes and more, regulate the 
autonomic, immune, endocrine and neuropeptide systems and other structures. Traumatic
‘memory molecules,’ like ‘messenger molecules,’ influence and define the expression of our 
psycho-genetic blueprint.

Further documentation states that the evolution of DNA is functionally designed for the purpose 
of biological information storage. The human genome consists of approximately 3% of coding 
genes like eye color and racial origin, leaving 97%, of our genes to be noncoding in nature. 
Researchers have labeled these 97% noncoding genes as ‘junk DNA’. This is the area that is 
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most important to pursue in therapeutic treatment research today; determining how ancestral 
traumatic inherited memories are transformed into bio-chemistry. 

The art of medicine, using the tools of science, urgently need to study disease patterns at a 
deeper and more comprehensive level of causation. Transgenerational inherited traumas convert 
into emotional, mental and physical negative stress responses that strain the body’s chemistry 
and adversely impact immunology, neurophysiology, endocrinology, psychology and more. This 
deeper investigation may uncover previously undetected linkages that may unravel current
roadblocks to treating many diseases. In the future, differential diagnosis of disease may be 
accurately assessed and measured by the discernible effects of inherited psychogenetic  patterns. 

The clinical challenge today is to build the bridge converting traumatic ‘memory molecules’ into 
regenerative ‘messenger molecules,’ through new treatment options that contribute to reversing 
degenerative genetic patterns. 

The Influence of Energy Information and the Future of Medicine

The history of science in general and medicine specifically has been driven and defined by the 
ability to observe. Before the advent of the microscope in the early 1600’s, the idea of the ‘cell 
theory of life and the germ theory of disease’ was only a vague speculation. With the enhanced 
ability to perceive the microscopic world of cellular structure and function, medicine took a 
quantum leap. 

So too, with the development of x-rays in the late 1800’s, medicine improved its ability to ‘see’ 
into the body without the invasion of surgical dissection. And with the medical introduction of 
CT scans in the 1900’s, this innovation also heralded in a new age of mapping the body and 
significantly influenced the capacity to diagnosis and treat disease.

Each expansion in our ability to observe has been the precursor to an age of discovery and 
innovation that has ultimately brought life–saving benefits to millions of people.

Every quantum leap of expanded scientific observation has exposed layer–by–layer Nature’s 
secrets—and revealed the laws of scientific healing.  Each new revelation has extended the field 
of knowledge, resulting in making the invisible world more observable and accessible. The result 
has been powerful breakthroughs in treatment protocols—savings lives and restoring hope to
once hopeless conditions.

Once again, there is an opportunity to explore the new frontiers of mind-body-energy healing. 
Epigenetic medicine states that the most significant and potent leading edge of healing will 
ultimately come out of  the ‘epiphenomenon of matter’—the arena of consciousness, as the most 
seminal, formative, and primary organizing force. Consciousness lies behind, and ultimately 
organizes all matter. As consciousness is directed, energy follows and where energy is focused, 
matter responds.

Everything in the Universe is made up of matter, energy and Intelligent Consciousness, and is in 
a constant state of vibration. The frequency of the vibrations defines the level of consciousness, 
its potential and function. Transforming levels of consciousness by converting lower energy 
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states into higher-order conditions can initiate an elevated level of healing potential. Albert 
Einstein’s special relativity theory, E=mc2, helped us understand and proved that energy and 
matter are unified as one interchangeable building block. Energy can neither be created nor 
destroyed, but rather only transformed. Thus, the ability to harness and direct higher–order 
energy has immediate and direct treatment implications and targeted healing applications.

Today’s leading edge scientists studying the impact of subtle energies assert that modern 
medicine lags behind quantum physics in accepting that the entire universe is one indivisible, 
dynamic whole, and that energy and matter are undeniably entangled—making it is impossible to 
consider body and mind independently. The most accurate comprehension of health and disease 
can no longer be seen in a limited linear mechanistic understanding of the infinitely complex 
information–energy exchanges involved in body–mind functioning.

Therapeutically Resolving Imprinted Traumatic Memories

The human body, through a subtle and complex organization, is made up of interdependent   
communication programs and information systems. Every bio-chemical category: hormonal, 
endocrine, genetic, immune systems and others, resonate and transmit signature codes and 
distinct energy frequencies relative to their specialize functions. When the bio-systems are 
synchronized and work in harmony with the ‘design specifications,’ health is maintained. And 
conversely, when the genetic ‘software’ codes cannot be read by the inherit ‘operating system,’ 
or, if there is a ‘bug’ in the program, blockages result. Blockages obstruct molecular 
communication pathways resulting in inaccurate messages with undesirable consequences. 

Nature communicates and connects through the medium of energy—the ubiquitous dimension of 
the body–mind. Energy carries information that vibrates through resonance, changing amplitude 
and frequency that is capable of coding information to be stored and applied. Resonance implies 
vibration. Every biological component of the body from cells, cell units and organs, to complex 
systems such as cardiovascular, respiratory or neuromuscular systems are resonating in  
continuous streams of vibratory information. The basic requirement for complete health is the 
unobstructed interconnection of subtle information-loaded energies to all body systems. When 
these connections are impaired by physical damage, emotional trauma or ancestral imprinted 
blockages, the body’s systems are vulnerable to breakdown.

New clinical findings predict that the underlying formative influences of invisible energy fields 
in managing health will be the foundational principle in medicine of the future for prevention 
and treatment. To alter our biology requires new treatment models that embody two essential 
principles: first, that everything is composed of matter, energy and intelligence that resonates at a 
specific vibrational frequency.  Healthy cells, tissues, muscles, organs and systems resonate at a 
higher frequency than dysfunctional disease conditions. And second, by introducing living 
systems to higher–order energy that carries conscious information, precise effects may be 
achieved by matching specific frequencies targeted to a desired outcome. 

This is the treatment potential of information transduction. Information transduction is the 
transformation of information—the conversion of lower energy levels into higher energy 
resonant frequencies. Information transduction is the means by which new vibrational messages 
can inform, direct and express specific communication instructions to targeted biological 
systems.
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Purpose of  Project: Stepping-Up

The purpose is to investigate the link between transgenerational traumatic memories, information 
transduction and persistent health challenges.

Research Questions:

The Effect of Transgenerational Traumas in the Psychobiology of Persistent Health Challenges
research questions: 

1. Are persistent health challenges a transgenerational inherited psychosomatically-
induced illness wherein the unconscious imprints of inherited psychogenetic 
encoding have activated a degenerative genetic pattern? 

2. Can encoding new bio-energetic imprinted messages via information transduction, 
replace degenerative blueprints with regenerative patterns?

3. To what degree does imprinted transgenerational inherited trauma, as the central 
progenitor, link psychobiology and biochemistry? 

Clinical Interventions and the Energy Field Influence on Psychobiology

Consciousness is foundational to all life. Science has demonstrated that we are not limited by our 
genetic inheritance, but have an infinitively flexible state of Intelligent Consciousness capable of 
catalyzing unlimited desired outcomes. 

Traditional models of treatment have limited impact on challenging health conditions because 
they may not be able to reach the core source of the underlying condition. Western medicine 
almost exclusively addresses the level of physical matter and symptom management. Traditional 
Chinese Medicine, including acupuncture and herbs, concentrates on energy levels, defining the 
development of disease in terms of life-force obstructions. Psychology and other related systems 
operate at the mental and emotional levels. However, the deep roots and hidden seeds of 
persistent degenerative conditions may be created in an embedded level of consciousness—as 
transgenerationally inherited memory imprints that remain out of perceptible awareness. 

Many currently used therapies see the body or mind more mechanically and take a divide and 
conquer approach—treating parts and pieces only. Few treatment approaches recognize or treat 
diseases comprehensively on multidimensional levels of consciousness, energy and matter. A 
singular model, in which core psychogenetic etiologies are recognized for the purpose of
effectively transforming the underlying transgenerationally inherited patterns is required. It is 
imperative that this more inclusive and unified model of body, mind and consciousness is 
utilized to integrate every aspect of the human template to optimize facilitation of treatment and 
prevention.
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The history of healing models has evolved from Newtonian mechanics dominated by rigid 
materialism and a mechanistic worldview to more contemporary genres of healing that espouse
mind-over-matter as the dominate contributing role in healing transformation. However, today’s 
leading edge scientists are emphasizing the ‘field-of-healing’ as an indivisible, dynamic unity of 
energy, matter and consciousness that are inseparable. Addressing biological activities at this 
undividable level—at their energetic foundations, can regulate physiological processes as an 
integrative system of body, mind and consciousness. This current healing system introduces 
‘consciousness over mind and matter’ as a ground-breaking healing template.

The objective of this research is to introduce and utilize ‘consciousness over mind and matter’
through information transduction as the primary therapy with persistent health challenges. This 
new treatment model was introduced as “The Soul, Mind, Body Science Healing System” and 
was developed by a world renowned healer, Dr. and Master Zhi Gang Sha —a conventional 
medical doctor and doctor of Traditional Chinese Medicine. 

The Soul, Mind, Body Science Healing System treats at the level of causation by transforming 
the root underlying energy patterns of an individual’s core blockages where the seeds of the 
conditions originated. This healing system, through the processes of  information transduction, 
energy conveyances and  purification, dissolves the obstacles at the formative levels, resulting in 
potential transformation in previously blocked areas of encoded inherited traumatic memories
and imprinted unconscious conditioning. 

These inherited traumatic memory imprints act as communication blockages causing matter, 
energy and information to fragment and separate. This fragmentation sets in motion a 
disintegration of  matter, collapse of energy and catastrophic breakdown of information. This is 
the root cause of disease. When matter, energy and information are reunified, aligned and 
congruent, the result is a higher capacity for healing and greater restoration of health.

The core treatment modality of The Soul, Mind, Body Healing System is specifically encoded 
energy circuits of consciousness that address the ‘how and why’ the underlying conditions were 
originally created as ancestral imprinted traumatic memories. This healing system, through a 
process of energetic transmissions and  purification, dissipates the blockages at the formative 
blueprint level.

The Soul, Mind, Body Science Healing System:

 Is compatible with western medicine, alternative healing modalities and all other healing 
systems.

 Is life transformative by clearing the blockages and addressing the ‘how and why’ these 
underlying conditions exist, helping to bring your whole system back into a state of 
balance.

 Restores the natural healing power at the body-mind-being levels through new 
applications of ancient principles and cutting edge science.

 Has no counter indications of treatment application and no adverse side effects.

Each person—given their unique transgenerational traumatic inheritances—will experience this 
transformational healing in their own distinct way. For some individuals, clearing the blockages 
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is like dislodging a logjam that is preventing the free-flow of water in a stream. Removing these 
obstacles is fairly straightforward and significant results may be experienced fairly rapidly. 
Everyone’s  inherited transgenerational traumas accumulation is different. For some, these 
blockages can be formidable and dissolving them can be likened to dismantling the Hoover 
Dam—a much more complex project. Although no results can be guaranteed, it can take longer 
to experience the desired outcomes given the long standing underlying conditions. Like all  
projects that endure, these more complex cases require patience and persistence to achieve 
potentially measurable results.

How The Soul, Mind, Body Science Healing System Works:

Just as the earth is encased in an outer atmosphere that supports, protects and sustains life on this
planet, so too, the human body has a subtle energy field surrounding it as well. This invisible 
field, though imperceptible to the senses, is an information conduit that converts vital life force 
into energy the body can utilize to heal and rejuvenate.

The physical body is animated and organized by information-energy fields. All forms of 
biochemical regulation are expressions of  this energy and information. The progenitor of all 
disease is an obstruction to this energetic flow.

The unified model of Soul-Mind-Body Science Healing System is based on several underlying 
principles:

 The nature of the cell as a complex, highly ordered, intelligent system.   

 The physical body is animated and organized by information-energy fields.

 All forms of biochemical regulation are expressions of this energy and information.

 Consciousness is the ultimate, universal life-substance that manifests in infinite degrees 
of density and in endlessly varied forms and as such, the soul, mind and body are one 
communication network and can not be treated separately.

 Everything resonates at a specific vibrational frequency and by matching the frequency 
and information of a specific resonance, the outcome is a transformed effect. 

 The progenitor of all disease is an obstruction to this energetic flow in the field of 
consciousness.

Healthy cells, tissues, muscles, organs and systems resonate at a higher frequency than  
underlying disease conditions. By dissolving the blockages of the causal imprinted energy 
patterns—transgenerational inherited memory traumas—transformation becomes possible.

Conclusion— New Frontiers in Healing
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One of the formative challenges facing modern medicine is the need to understand the 
interactions of psychogenetic inheritances and biochemistry. Even though science has mapped 
the human genome, the current understanding of its vast interactive functions still remains 
uncharted. Each innovate contribution reveals Nature’s previously hidden laws of health and 
healing. This is a new era of healing possibilities in which the role of energy medicine stretches 
the boundaries of the previous traditional disciplines revealing new healing dynamics. As such, 
Epigenetic medicine is today one of the most active areas of scientific research studying the full 
spectrum of environmental and informational influences related to gene activity.
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As a psychologist with 30 years teaching and clinical experience, Cheryl is dedicated to restoring 
the soul, mind, body health of her clients using pioneering healing systems. She has taught 
advanced classes involving the Transformation Lessons, and is currently the Director of 
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community and the universe of metaphysical beliefs. These worlds converge in a hotly contested 
legal case, whose outcome threatens to upend legal, medical and religious institutions 
worldwide. This captivating story challenges the ‘myth’ that death is the final chapter. Prelude is 
a must read for anyone interested in the spiritual laws that are the underpinning of our life’s 
journey.


